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Barr IPDS Converter & Barr Spool - Routing 
Barr’s IPDS Converter replaces your IPDS printers by emulating them precisely.  Your 
HOST will be unaware things have been altered and will continue to print with NO 
CHANGES.  Barr IPDS Converter receives the IPDS print stream(s) and outputs PDF 
files to disk. 

How does this work when say 20 IPDS printers, located throughout your enterprise, are 
being replaced by say 2 IPDS Converters and 1 Barr Spool?  How is routing achieved, to 
send the resulting PDF jobs to inexpensive Lan printers which are located closest to the 
various IPDS printers, throughout the business? 

Barr IPDS Converter receives many job attributes from the HOST: JobName, JobClass, 
JobId, JobForm, JobNumber, FileName, FileNumber, ClassName, LibName, FormName, 
UserName, UserId, QueueName and SpoolId.  If you’re routing to multiple IPDS printers, 
it’s likely that one or more of these attributes is responsible. 

This means when Barr IPDS Converter writes PDF files to disk, it can include any of the 
known Job attributes as either a folder or partial filename.  This allows Barr Spool to poll 
the pdf files in and assign destinations such as File, Lan printer, LPR printer, discard etc.  
Files can be automatically sent to Barr Spool destinations and are available after printing 
for local Viewing, Restore and Reprint, or re-routing to a completely different output. 

Barr IPDS Converter and Barr Spool combine to provide a much more flexible alternative 
to expensive IPDS printers, with full routing capabilities. 

Contact Atac today to arrange a free Trial of Barr IPDS Converter and Barr Spool, with 
unlimited free support. 

MS January Security Updates affect BHCS 
Microsoft recently released security updates that were found to potentially cause your 
BHCS system to not function properly.  Microsoft has since released updates that have 
resolved this issue. 

Here are the findings of the testing that Barr Systems has completed and our 
recommendations at this time.  Please consult Microsoft Support to find the latest updates 
for your specific system. 

Windows 7:  To date no customers have reported issues with this version and our testing 
has confirmed that nothing needs to be done regardless of Microsoft update level. 

Windows Server 2008 32 and 64 bit:  To date no customers have reported 
issues with this version and our testing has confirmed that nothing needs to be done 
regardless of Microsoft update level. 

Windows 10 Version 1607:  Upgrade to latest security update.  Currently KB4057142 

Windows 10 Version 1703:  Upgrade to latest security update.  Currently KB4057144 

Windows 10 Version 1709:  No fix from Microsoft available at this time.  Recommend do 
not take January 3rd updates until Microsoft releases patches for this version. 

Windows Server 2012 R1 and R2:  Apply latest security update.  Currently KB4057401 

Windows Server 2016:  Upgrade to latest security update.  Currently KB4057142 

As always, we are testing all updates as they become available and will send further 
communication when any more information becomes available.  

Substituting Outline fonts for Bitmap (PDF only) 
Output Manager supports both Bitmap fonts (Type 3) and Vector fonts (Type 1, Type 2, 
Type 9 and Truetype).  Bitmap fonts are defined as a fixed character grid; when scaled 
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they are “blocky” and curved surfaces are “stepped”.  Vector fonts are defined as points 
and algorithms; when scaled curved surfaces remain smooth, regardless of resolution. 

Normal output from Output Manager is Bitmap, but in some circumstances Vector fonts 
can be passed through.  If Postscript or PDF source files contain Vector fonts, then the 
profile command PS/PDFIN_CREATE_OUTLINE_VDFS=YES passes the Vector fonts 
through to OM’s intermediate VDF format.  Similarly, the profile commands 
PS/PDFOUT_FONT_FORMAT=OUTLINE and 
PS/PDFOUT_STANDARD_FONT_FORMAT=OUTLINE allow the VDF Vector fonts to be 
passed to the output file. 

But what if you have a PDF which has Bitmap fonts and you want to use Vector fonts in 
the output?  PDF-OUT (only) supports Font Mapping for this purpose.  First you run the 
job with the profile command PDF_FONT_MAPPING=path\mapfile.fmt.  PDFOUT 
prompts you, then creates mapfile.fut, a “best-guess” mapping file from Bitmap fonts 
encountered to suggested Vector font replacements. 

You need to copy mapfile.fut to mapfile.fmt, then uncomment the Bitmap to Vector 
mappings you want enabled.  The mapfile shows the source Bitmap font, the first location 
in the document where this is encountered, and the suggested Outline font replacement.  
Removing the leading “*” enables the substitution. 

Re-running the job with mapfile.fmt present produces output with Vector fonts substituted 
for Bitmap fonts.  There are other options to control point-size, character maps etc., all of 
which are documented within the mapfile.fut initially produced. 

Now you can add value to Bitmap pdf input files, producing Vector PDF output files of 
higher quality.  Contact Atac for assistance with PDF Font Mapping, any time. 

Q & A 
Q.  We recently purchased five additional Developer Stations for our Emtex system, 
bringing the total to eight.  The new license has been applied and does indeed say eight 
where it previously said three.  However, we don’t see any additional Viewer clients in the 
Output Clients’ window.  How do we enable them? 
A.  You must go to the \mgrx.x\config folder and create new Viewer clients by copying the 
existing Viewer.cfg to Viewer4.cfg, Viewer.cfg to Viewer5.cfg, Viewer.cfg to Viewer6.cfg, 
Viewer.cfg to Viewer7.cfg and Viewer.cfg to Viewer8.cfg.  The new Viewer clients don’t 
need any changes and Emtex will recognise them immediately and update the Output 
Clients’ window. 

Q. As you probably know, Java had some well publicised security issues recently and our 
Emtex is said to require a specific, older version to work (please correct me if I’m wrong 
here).  Does the most recent version work with the latest Java? 
A.  The most recent version of Emtex is now called Output Manager and VDE is now 
called Output Enrichment.  Version 3 was released November 2017 and comes with Java 
1.8.0_74, both 32 & 64-bit.  These versions of Java are setup within Output Manager’s file 
structure when installed and are not subject to version checking as per the general 
version installed to Windows.  With “Desktop Integration” turned off, this version of Java 
cannot be accessed from the Internet. 
 
Q.  Customer would like to know the meaning of setting – “Accounting Error Recovery” in 
BHCS.  Could you briefly describe?  Thanks. 
A.  You have a choice of what should happen if an Accounting error occurs, i.e. if job 
Accounting fails for some reason, such as a sql error, then should the printing stop or 
continue?  If it’s vitally important to log every job to the Accounting module, then printing 
should stop.  If it’s more important to get the work printed, then printing should continue. 

Feedback 
Your feedback is valuable to Atac and helps us provide the high standard of service 
which you have come to expect from us, and which we are proud to deliver.  Whether you 
have questions about our product range, a story to share regarding your experiences, or 
you would like to comment on our newsletter, just send us an email. 

Subscribe 
If you would like us to send a copy of this newsletter to additional people, send us an 
email containing their email address(es). 
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Unsubscribe 
If you would prefer not to receive this newsletter, send us an email. 

Atac’s Privacy Policy 
At Atac we value your input, and we keep it private.  We will never make any of this 
information available to any other company, nor will it be sold or traded in any way. 
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